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QUESTION 1

Which two are features of Hadoop\\'s rack topology? (Choose two) 

A. Configuration of rack awareness is accomplished using a configuration file. You cannot use a rack topology script. 

B. Hadoop gives preference to intra-rack data transfer in order to conserve bandwidth 

C. Rack location is considered in the HDFS block placement policy 

D. HDFS is rack aware but MapReduce daemon are not 

E. Even for small clusters on a single rack, configuring rack awareness will improve performance 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Assume you have a file named foo.txt in your local directory. You issue the following three commands: 

Hadoop fs mkdir input 

Hadoop fs put foo.txt input/foo.txt 

Hadoop fs put foo.txt input 

What happens when you issue the third command? 

A. The write succeeds, overwriting foo.txt in HDFS with no warning 

B. The file is uploaded and stored as a plain file named input 

C. You get a warning that foo.txt is being overwritten 

D. You get an error message telling you that foo.txt already exists, and asking you if you would like to overwrite it. 

E. You get a error message telling you that foo.txt already exists. The file is not written to HDFS 

F. You get an error message telling you that input is not a directory 

G. The write silently fails 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

Your cluster\\'s mapred-start.xml includes the following parameters 

mapreduce.map.memory.mb 4096 mapreduce.reduce.memory.mb 8192 

And any cluster\\'s yarn-site.xml includes the following parameters 
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yarn.nodemanager.vmen-pmen-ration 2.1 

What is the maximum amount of virtual memory allocated for each map task before YARN will kill its Container? 

A. 4 GB 

B. 17.2 GB 

C. 8.9 GB 

D. 8.2 GB 

E. 24.6 GB 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You observed that the number of spilled records from Map tasks far exceeds the number of map output records. Your
child heap size is 1GB and your io.sort.mb value is set to 1000MB. How would you tune your io.sort.mb value to achieve
maximum memory to disk I/O ratio? 

A. For a 1GB child heap size an io.sort.mb of 128 MB will always maximize memory to disk I/O 

B. Increase the io.sort.mb to 1GB 

C. Decrease the io.sort.mb value to 0 

D. Tune the io.sort.mb value until you observe that the number of spilled records equals (or is as close to equals) the
number of map output records. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a cluster running with the fair Scheduler enabled. There are currently no jobs running on the cluster, and you
submit a job A, so that only job A is running on the cluster. A while later, you submit Job B. now Job A and Job B are
running on the cluster at the same time. How will the Fair Scheduler handle these two jobs? (Choose two) 

A. When Job B gets submitted, it will get assigned tasks, while job A continues to run with fewer tasks. 

B. When Job B gets submitted, Job A has to finish first, before job B can gets scheduled. 

C. When Job A gets submitted, it doesn\\'t consumes all the task slots. 

D. When Job A gets submitted, it consumes all the task slots. 

Correct Answer: B 
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